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ΨϨTɐʚϨҎƏÂɅʫƉSɰҎŬаÞбȏ ?A4<43 ȫʗŖΥΥиrM

�æǃɞŪїҎæǃTśȡSċҎόΘƮЂЛȇ̗ЮMSѤƥ�Ȁ

ĘɞNƻý̊ŬƉ͞ĆɰĳŬƗϫϫȀ̊ШϬMʜȀƉ̊Ūrϒˀ̊Ģ
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ƉРɞǙŪҎŬƗlĚ�ĥ��ĴϦM�

ƞwȽƉ˩˹͞ʵС{ϬƏÂȮTRÇЇ̊ȀШϬбɐŐ͠˾˩ɰШ̊M

Ѷ¾ƥɐ �8>	�	M	�	 ̊ϬѢƸŪҎ͵ƴlTƢMÈ_^�ŖUơ���

ϖϝĤϕb���B2>10A ́ĀҎϛϬlʜГʓͣҎͶϤƏÂªȧnɧĳ

;42CDA4ҎÂɐШȞѫҒ��0554ACG ɞǹǧҎ�ɐϬ̳ǝɞ{їҎϛϬЪǄl̄

ǢM�ɐ^�ϕb�ɐɜ =824 ɜɞЇĳƉ˾xñɜŪ̊MΧɐƵɢǛæȭ

Ω¯Ҏ�ɐǙŶ̊ШȞҒ�8;B>= ǙɞtϙM�̊ϬĳͶϤɐɜї̊ҎǙŪ

�� 508;Ҏ�ɐɅ̅�ɐɜЧĠȺ <43828=4 ̊MϬ̲ĳ ?A>942C бǙɞƑѐ

Н˿ҎǙŪRЛ�Ϭ̊ĢƉǛ �Ǜ �бƞ�Ǟ˼ǴǻЁT͢ĖҎŎbƉ

æɜŪMРɞǙŪÈ�͵ƴҎŎbƼTɐ˫årϒҎȅ�lŖʔ̄ЛrM
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̻ϚM̻Ϛҋ̻Ϛҋ̻ϚҋѢƸйόM�ɐСшϬčѢƸɞЇҎ͵ƴ =824

æɴ˕MƑѺϬlѢƸɞǹǧҎȀ�ϒëcό�ҁѿĳ˱bcҎƼɞѢƸ

Ū̊ůѻɼɧҎ� ѻѼҎñ˩̊ϒëаÞMΘƮѝόϺoNŲ 38BB42C8=6�
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ȅ�ϬχГbВɲҎĘɐ͡ŬƗ·^ČͶMɞ{ ?A4<43 ̊ĢƉNƉɣR �

ш˾˩Ϭlɐɞ̊M�

Freshman (fall): Bio141, Eng 101, Environmental Studies, Anthropology, 
Health, PACE; 

Freshman (spring): Bio336, Chemistry, Psychology, Philosophy; 

Sophomore (fall): Bio205, Statistics, Micro Econ, Korean; 

Sophomore (spring): Bio370, Bio370 lab, Psychology, Philosophy, Global 
Health, Korean 

Ƶɢ ?A4<43 ̊ĢƉ�ÌȬÌćҎôȻ̊ЂSċҔ�

埃默里大学课程介绍 
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̊ÆхŖwɭɁҋɭɁÈƑǙ́ĀҎ A>64Aȁͷ(0A64C̊҂ͰҎΠȚ

ʩҎ�ĎJįŶͯK҄З҂ͰϭįɁM�� � � �������
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SEN 生活信息布告栏 

�

	��ǗʤNģɏµÚ˄˳�Ҏŗ˕ɥƐҎѓ̂ǩҎƵɢˣƹÓҎǩ
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对于以上信息有兴趣的同学，可以联系编辑 Yijue Diao，邮箱是

yijue.diao@emory.edu，微信是 Dylan_Alan。 
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我的将来 
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冬季护肤品推荐 Winter Recommendations for Skin Care Products  

1. SANA NAMERAKA Isoflavone Lotion 
This is one of the most popular lotions in Japan. It is made 
with none genetically modified beans and contains elastic 
ingredients, which is highly suitable for people with dry skin. 
Moreover, the lotion contains only ingredients from plants. 
The lotion also has a good quality with a suitable price.  
 

2. FANCL Facial Washing Powder 
Unlike other facial cleanser, this product is made with fine 
washing powder. When you put suitable amount of the 
washing powder in your palm and mix it with water, it will 
clean your face deeply and without making your skin feel dry. 
The product not only doesn’t contain any harmful chemicals, 
but also can help you to keep your skin healthy. 
 

3. SK-II Facial Treatment Essence 
This is the famous Magic Lotion! It contains more than 90% of 
PITERA and can adjust skin’s PH. The lotion can also improve 
the cells’ immunity in order to keep skin balancing with water 
and oil naturally. You can see improvement of your skin after 
using the product; however, long-term usage will decrease the 
skin’s self-recovery system. The “enzyme” that the product 
contains may cause addiction. So don’t use too much! 
 

4. Sisley Emulsion Ecologique 
This product is one of the worldwide bestsellers. It is made 
with many different plant essences that have really good 
aroma. The product can be easily absorbed by skin and also 
may help the skin to absorb other creams. Although it is quite 
expensive, a lot of women still choose it because of the high 
quality. 
 

5. Origins Skin Rejuvenating Treatment Lotion 
This produce has reasonable price with quite good quality. 
Besides its use of regular lotion, it can also be used as massage 
cream to improve the blood circulation of skin. During dry 
winter, the product could be used between normal cream and 
sunscreen in order to protect the moisture of skin. In room 
with air-conditioner, the lotion still can be used to protect 
facial moisture. 
 

6. Fresh Nourishing Mask with Strawberries 
There is a saying about this product in Hong Kong that vividly 
described the effect of it. “This is the best choice of deep clean 
facial masks.” The product contains only natural ingredients 
that protect your skin perfectly. There will be a notable change 
in your skin after you try this nourishing mask. But remember 
that only use the mask once or twice per week. 
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The greatest change that happened during my first semester was that I managed to keep workout a habit of mine, which used to be just a wonderful wish. Having 
anaerobic trainings at least three times and aerobic trainings once or twice a week resulted in a five percent decrease in my body fat. Instead of suggesting the complex forms 
of anaerobic trainings, I prefer sharing a fun aerobic training around Emory: the trail training. 
Since I live in Clairmont, I create two routes for trail training specifically for Clairmont residents: 1. a round-way trip in the Lullwater park; 2. a route which one starts from 
the back entrance of Clairmont, runs through Medical school, Business school, Law school, and finally Emory Woods, finishing the training at the main entrance of 
Clairmont. 
Some people enjoy running while others don't. The benefits of running include the easiness of learning as most people don't have to be taught to run, and the unrestricted 
space for running as people can run basically everywhere with a pair of running shoes. The greatest benefits of running are increasing one's cardiopulmonary function and 
improving the aerobic capacity of his or her skeletal muscles. Running involves potential drawbacks too. The increase in the amount of cortisol may lead to a breakdown of 
muscle fibers, counteracting the results of anaerobic trainings. 
For most people, however, all they care about is how to get slimmer in a short time, or how to improve their physical conditions. Because such people have rarely had any 
habits of exercising, running is the best attempt to physical training. As time goes by, some people, like me, would continue running due to their passion toward the exercise, 
leaving behind their intentions to run at the first place. When I ran, I witnessed the life cycle of the leaves turning from green to yellow and wilting in the end; I met runners 
who also enjoy running; more importantly, I achieved an ineffable inner peace whenever I run. Despite the benefits and drawbacks of running, I shall persevere in running 
simply because I love running as I obtain happiness during the process of running.  

There are different kinds of machines on fourth floor in Woodpec. The treadmill and elliptical are on the right side. I would suggest that you consider trying elliptical first 
because it is less harmful for your knees than the treadmill. But if there is only treadmill left, you may run on the indoor track on the third floor instead. And on the other 
side, there are mainly strength and endurance training machines. Girls always skip this part but actually many machines there except the ones for weight training can be 
good options. The reason that many girls usually do not try training strength or endurance is that they think these two may make them have more muscle and less pretty. 
But such idea is not right. The females are born to have less strong bodies than the males, so it is hard for girls to have muscle. Under such condition, training strength and 
endurance are basically for keeping fit and reducing fat. For example, these trainings could reduce the fat on your belly and arms, which could make you look more shining 
in dress during summer. 
Some girls may find machines or running very boring and hard to keep doing them. In this situation you may try to do some dancing-like exercises, such as yoga, zumba 
and calisthenics. These three ways do not need a specific place for you to practice, which means you could even exercise in your dorms. Yoga can help your body be more 
balanced and enlarge your muscle, in which way make your body look more slender. And for zumba, it has many movements of waist and hip, which are similar to those 
in Latin dance. Those movements could make your waist and hip look more shaped and attractive. Also there are rhythm and sense of movement in calisthenics. The 
whole body is twisting as you move toward the music. Since it has high requirement for movements, your strength in body will increase as you exercise.As important as 
warm-up before working out, stretching after it should be emphasized as well. As I mentioned before, it is not easy for girls to have much muscle in upper limbs. But it is 
always opposite for legs, especially in shank. So the stretch in shank is crucial after working out in order to have slim legs. The easiest way is to hook up your feet and bend 
forward, to stretch the sour part of muscle of your legs after working out.                                                                                                                                        
Here is an app called seven minutes workout, which is made up of fourteen 13-second movements and is very convenient. You may not have time to work out for a long 
time everyday but you will definitely spare seven minutes.  
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BUS211 Managerial Accounting with Professor Ted Rodgers (Jiayi Nie): 

I took Managerial Account in the second semester of my sophomore year. Before 
choosing Professor Rodgers’s class, I was told that his class was relatively difficult, 
especially when there was only one session and the curve being challenging. 
However, after taking his class, I knew that I had made the right decision after all. 
Professor Rodgers has the talent to turn the boring account course into something 
intriguing. His passion about the subject affects students in the class, and his sense 
of humor makes him amiable among them. Rodgers is the type of professor who 
will always be able to see the strength inside his students and encourage them to 
get better. The course is indeed challenging because Professor Rodgers sets high 
standard for his students. However, I did not feel stressed out when taking his 
class and actually enjoyed it very much. Professor Rodgers once joked that we 
were allowed to tattoo key concepts onto our arms as long as we spell his last 
name right 

BUS330 Organization and Management with Dr. Emily Bianchi (Jiayi Nie): 
I took O&M with Dr. Bianchi in the last semester, and it was by far the most useful 
and my favorite course among all the courses I’ve taken in college. O&M is a 
liberal arts course that combines the study of organizational behavior with 
psychology. Readers who are interested in these subjects and their practical 
applications in real life should be able learn a lot from this course. Dr. Bianchi 
presents the course material through a series of fantastic activities including card 
play, consultation, negotiation, barter, building construction models…and pizza 
party. The class is so fun that we sometimes have the illusion that we are in the 
wrong classroom. To me, this course is always full of surprises. Dr. Bianchi is 
young but experienced. He understands the subject well, and I hereby strongly 
recommend this course to everyone who’s interested.  
 
Cs170: This is the intro class to computer science. The department usually offers 
six sections. It mainly introduces Java language. The most experienced teacher for 
this class is Valerie Summet. She prefers to write her notes on the blackboard. If 
you come to her class and take notes, the exams will be fine for you. However, 
finals, which are also presented by her, will emphasize on details and concepts. In 
addition, textbook is not required for this course. I don’t think it is necessary to 
review the textbook for this course. There are a lot of materials in the textbook 
which the course will not cover. 

CS 171: The prerequisite course for this course is cs170. It also introduces Java 
language yet emphasizes more on algorithm. It will be much more difficult than 
cs170. Li Xiong, Doctor Cheung and some other professors teach this class. Prof. Li 
likes to use her own power point. Her logic is very clear. Her homework and 
exams will follow what she talks about in the class. Doctor Cheung writes a lot on 
the blackboard. He also has very detailed lecture notes on the class website. He 
sometimes gives student some tricky homework. But the exams will only cover 
the basic knowledge.  

PHYS 115 Intro to Astronomy with John Malko (Zihao  Zhang): 

This course is an introduction to astronomy for physics students. There are three 
mid-terms and one final exam. Questions from the exams basically come from 
lecture PPT and textbook. Memorizing the material is the key to success in this 
class. The course material is usually not difficult to understand. However, there 
will sometimes be detailed questions on the exams that are totally unexpected. 
The lecture is very descriptive. Compounded by the dim lighting in the classroom 
and comfortable seats, it is very easy for students to fall asleep. This course is 
recommended for students who have strong interest in the subject or students 
who purely need to improve their GPA. 
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Pre-med (Xueyin Cao): 

There must be a lot of freshmen, who had passion for medical subjects and biology. 
However, because of higher-class students who warned about the risk of taking 
chemistry class and all the professional nouns in biology class, it becomes too hard for 
us whose native language is not English. All these situations cut back most of Pre-
med students. If you are wondering how hard is this and if you could make it to the 
end, the only way is to take a try. All these below are based on my one-year and a 
half experience to tell about my classes. I believe that lots of students know more than 
me and you are welcomed to get further information from them. 

All my classes are circling around biology, since I have no interest in mathematic, 
physics and economics. Bio141 is the first choice. There are many sessions and 
professors for 141. After discussion with friends and combined with my personal 
opinions, we reach to agreement that Escobar’s class is easier and more organized, 
with all exams full of multi-choice questions and totally based on books and lectures. 
Besides, Cafferty’s class is interesting, while class is a bit hard and moving fast. But 
personally I think he is the nicest professor who has many interactions with students, 
which is good for obtaining recommendation letter. There is always argument about 
Gilson, whose classes and exams are hardest with high fail rate, but no doubts he is 
the most appropriate one to teach medicine. All lectures and projects have practical 
usage. Even for students who got B and C applause him, because they can learn 
more in his class. There are various other professors out there, but since I don’t know 
them well, so I’ll skip this part. While, for sure, every biology professors are excellent 
and focus closely on their students’ improvement. Hence, students could base on 
their aim for studying biology and their own interest to pick class. 

I also took Bio 205, Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy. In this class, we learn through 
the comparison and actual operation of vertebrate anatomy, to get a deep 
understanding to the revolution of species and also to study human anatomy. As 
expected, this subject is pretty difficult, since we have too many things to remember, 
and professor never uploads courseware. Meanwhile, PowerPoint is made up by 
pictures, so how well you are doing for this subjects all depends on lectures and 
notes. Notes play a significant role here. But this class is very interesting and professor 
cannot be even nicer. Anatomy class also has a lot of fun. Our anatomy is mainly 
focused on shark and cat, but still with many specimens of head bones, body 
skeleton and animals. You need to buy a set of dissecting kit, and then get real life 
experience of doing operations as surgeon. Of course, the prerequisite to learn this 
course is your respect to every life, not playing knife for fun, but rather treat your 
animals and kit seriously. If we say five stars mean the highest recommendation, I 
would give this class five and a half, because I did learn a lot and felt very sad to end 
it.   

I also had Bio 335 and worked as TA for one semester. Mr. Cafferty taught this class 
at my time, but no longer since next semester. I am not familiar with the new 
professor so won’t give any judgment. This class is called Human Physiology, which 
is the keystone for medicine. It’s closely related to human body function, the 
operation of various systems, and some clinical identification and treatment. It’s said 
to be the essential course for every premed student. The course is not so hard 
actually, but has a lot of knowledge to learn. My learning method is to remember all 
PowerPoint and understand further through practice and discussion with classmates 
and professors. For the one semester as TA, I saw students who complained about 
the difficulty, all shared a common point: they usually never read or study, rather 
stay all night before exam. It’s not like other classes for which several days’ focus will 
also help obtain good grades. It requires slow digestion of a large amount of 
knowledge, which owns broad relation to the entire human body.  

Except these three classes I know better, I also chose environmental studies, nutrition, 
psychology and other biology-related classes. I think it doesn’t depend on the 
difficulty but your own interest. Besides, when you choose class on opus, remember 
to get biology in the first session, or hard to get what you want. If you didn’t get your 
preferred section, remember to choose a same level biology class and hold it to swap 
with other people during add/drop/swap interval.  

Translated by Kaixin He 
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中国最重要的节日-春节 
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Chinese New Year- the most important 

time for all Chinese 

In China, there is a time of the year, when red lanterns was hung 
everywhere along the street; strings of firecrackers explode in the 
midair; words most frequently said was “ Gong Hay Fat Choy”; 
and smiles and laughters appeared on everyone’s face. This is 
called Chinese New Year, also known as the Spring Festival.                                                                                                                                              

The Spring Festival starts with the New Moon on the first day of 
the new year and ends on the full moon fifteen days later. Spring 
Festival is the most joyous festival in Chinese traditions. It is a 
time for family reunions, for honoring ancestors, and thanking 
the gods for their blessings. It is considered the grandest party 
for all Chinese people.                                                                           

Chinese New Year does not come on the same day every year. 
The exact date of the new year is according to the lunar calendar, 
which is based on the movements of the moon. Each new 
Chinese year is named after one of the twelve animal symbols in 
Chinese zodiac. For example, 2013 is the year of snake, and 2014 
is the year of horse.                                                                                    

There is a tale about the origins of Chinese New Year.The word, 
“Nian”, which in modern Chinese only means “year”, was 
originally the name of a monster, which eat people the night 
before the beginning of a new year. Nian was ferocious and 
could eat a lot of people with one bite. To keep Nian from 
approaching them, people set off firecrackers because the loud 
sound of explosion makes Nian scared. It was also said that Nian 
was afraid of the color red. So people hangs red lanterns outside 
their doors and on the street, and wear red clothes. From then on, 
the tradition of wearing red and setting off crackers was carried 
on from generations to generations. The term “Guo Nian”, which 
originally means “Survive the Nian”, becomes “celebrate the new 
year.”  

Because it is the most important time of the year, Chinese people 
make great preparation for spring festival. People would settle 
old debts and buy new clothes. The house is cleaned and 
carefully decorated. Food consumption during spring festival is 
more than other festivals according to Chinese traditions. Food is 
prepared for both the living people and the dead. Families get 
together and make dumplings. Fish was included on the table to 
represent together and abundance. Chicken must be presented 
with a head, tail, and feet to symbolize completeness. Noodles 
should be uncut to represent long life.  

Spring Festival is a time of merriment and happiness. Children 
will receive red envelopes, which are filled with money, from the 
elderly, with the wish of a good year. Adults get away from their 
busy working schedules and enjoy family time. It is a time when 
people could not help feeling happy. It is the time for all Chinese 
people. 
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Xueyin He 
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SINO-EMORY NEWSLETTER 

President Wagner Sends New Year’s Greetings 

1

As the Spring Festival is coming, the first weeklong Chinese Culture Week, which aims to celebrate the lunar year and promote Chinese traditional culture 
among the larger Emory community, is going to take place from January 25, 2014 to January 31st, 2014. Since the near end of the Fall 2013 semester, many 
Chinese culture affiliated clubs, including the Emory Chinese Student Association (ECSA), Chinese Student Union at Emory (CSUE), Emory Chinese 
Theater Club (ECTC), Sino-Emory Newsletter (SEN), Emory Chinese Calligraphy, Emory Global China Connection (GCC), and Emory China Care 
(ECC), have devoted to the preparation of the Chinese Culture Week. In addition to all the dedicated work provided by the student-led organizations, this 
event also received full support from the Emory Student Government Association (SGA), College Council, Emory International Student and Scholar 
Services (ISSS), Emory Chinese Department, and Confucius Institute in Atlanta. President Wagner was also enthusiastic about the incoming Chinese 
Culture Week that he hoped that this celebration could create a greater awareness of and appreciation for cultural diversity on campus.                                        
This first Chinese Culture Week will continue the traditional celebration formats, including traditional Chinese performance, Atlanta Spring Festival Gala, 
and Lunar Banquet. A series of kick-off event, such as trivia on Chinese culture and spring festival, traditional calligraphy classes, and panel discussion 
focusing on study abroad opportunities will take place in DUC Coke Common. More importantly, this time the organizers also has invited a featured 
Harvard Professor of Chinese History Michael Puett, who will give a talk on the importance of classical Chinese philosophy on contemporary issues, to 
promote preserving traditional Chinese culture.  
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To the Chinese community on campus and beyond 
 

reported by Gigi Zhang 
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“One of the strengths of Emory has been our ability to celebrate the diverse 
cultures that enrich and enliven our community. So it is heartening to see our 
Chinese students taking the initiative in launching Chinese Cultural Week. 
Indeed, there has been a Sino-Emory relationship from the 1890s, when two 
Emory students at Oxford hailed from China, up to the present, when Chinese 
students represent our largest international cohort.  

As we prepare to welcome the Year of the Horse in 2014, I congratulate the staff 
of the Sino-Emory Newsletter for their success and for their efforts to bring greater 
awareness to all of us about the importance of Chinese art, music, language, 
literature, and history. And I send warm new year’s greetings to the Chinese 
community on our campus and beyond.” 

-President James W. Wagner 

 


